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"Iris, I heard Yonas say he wanted Elegante's shares. What's happening?" Roanne asked as she walked to Iris.

Yonas barging into the company caused quite a bit of a scene. It stirred quite a few people within the company, including her.

After she found out about it, she immediately hurried over to look into the situation.

Right after that, she happened to hear Yonas demanding Elegante's shares from Iris outside the office but did not hear the

details.

"It's like this."

Iris explained how Yonas wanted to use 300 thousand to purchase thirty percent of Elegante's shares to Roanne.

"What? Yonas, thirty percent of Elegante's shares are worth at least over four hundred million! Are you crazy trying to purchase it

with three hundred thousand?!" Roanne was shocked to hearthat!

"I'm not crazy! Roanne, this is between me and Leon. It has nothing to do with you! In the end, Leon can make the choice

himself. You shouldn't be interfering with it!" Yonas said calmly, trying to push Roanne aside.

He knew that Leonw was a smart person. If Leon still wanted the protection of the Thompsons, then he believed

that Leonw would agree to give him those shares!

However, Roanne could not interfere with that!

If the matter got too big and Angus and Arthur were alerted, then it would be a huge problem!

It would do him no good!novelxo

"Who said it has nothing to do with me?! I'm one of Elegante’s shareholders. You're using despicable methods to try to gain

Elegante's shares! How could I just let you do that?!" Roanne said unhappily.

Even though she was naive, she was still no idiot!

She could tell that Yonas was trying to push Leon down using the name of the Thompsons, forcibly taking a portion of Elgente's

shares!

So, she did not hold back against Yonas. She berated Yonas on the spot, hoping that Yonas would know when to back off!

"You."

Yonas' expression darkened at being berated like that. He felt like he was being embarrassed!

However, what Roanne was saying was the truth. He could not say anything back!

At that moment, Fiona immediately stepped forward when she saw that Yonas was at a disadvantage.

"Miss Thompson, right? Please let me say something! No matter what Yonas wants to do, he's still your relative! It's one thing for

you to not help, but why are you siding with an outsider against him?! Isn't that inappropriate?!" Fiona took the chance to say.

She was stationed by Yonas under Rodney's orders.

Rodney's task for her was to drive a wedge between Yonas and the first line of the Thompsons, splitting the family apart!

With Yonas and Roanne arguing at that moment, it was the perfect chance for her!

There was no way she would let it slip!

"Yes, what Fifi says is right! Roanne, I'm your cousin. How could you side against me?!"

Yonas realized something after what Fiona said.

He naturally felt a bit guilty since he was using underhanded means to seize the shares from Elegante. He was worried that the

matter would reach Angus and Arthur if it got bigger!

However, with Fiona's words, he suddenly felt more confident!

With Elegante’s potential for growth, if he could get the company's shares, the Thompsons would grow a lot economically!

It would only be good for the future of the family!

In the end, he was doing this for his gain, but it was to the benefit of the family as well!

Roanne was instead helping an outsider like Leon against him. It would just cause the Thompsons to lose out on easy profits!

Suddenly, he felt even more unhappy with Roanne!
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